Meetings will be on Tuesdays in *Pound 201* from 5:00-6:30 pm*

Sept. 11: **Jonathan Baker** (American University), Reinvigorating Horizontal Merger Enforcement

Sept. 18: **David Weisbach** (University of Chicago), A Welfarist Approach to Disabilities

Sept. 25: **Andrei Shleifer** (Harvard) and **Florencio Lopez-de-Silanes** (Universiteit van Amsterdam), The Economic Consequences of Legal Origins

Oct. 2: **Michael Meurer** (Boston University), The Private Costs of Patent Litigation

Oct. 9: **Steven Shavell** (HLS), On the Optimal Moral Duty to Obey the Law: An Economic Analysis

Oct. 16: **Florencia Marotta-Wurgler** (NYU), Are “Pay Now, Terms Later” Contracts Worse For Buyers? Evidence From Software License Agreements

[Oct. 23: No Class — Fly-Out Week]

Oct. 30: **Greg Sidak** (Georgetown University), Patent Holdup and Oligopsonistic Collusion in Standard Setting Organizations

Nov. 6: **Lucian Bebchuk** (HLS) CEO Centrality

Nov. 13: **Jonathan Klick** (Florida State University), The Effect of Contract Regulation: The Case of Franchising

Nov. 20: **Mark Ramseyer** (HLS), Public and Private Firm Compensation Compared: Evidence from Japanese Tax Returns

Nov. 27: **Jonathan Baron** (University of Pennsylvania), The Role of Probability of Detection in Judgments of Punishment

Dec. 4: **Guhan Subramanian** (HLS), Go-Shops vs. No-Shops: Evidence and Implications

Also, two evening sessions for the students will be held in Griswold 110 on Thursday, October 18 and Thursday, November 15, from 6:00 p.m. - 9:00 p.m. Pizza will be served for dinner.

*For those not enrolled in the seminar who need copies of a paper, please visit the course website at: [http://myhls.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k18185](http://myhls.harvard.edu/icb/icb.do?keyword=k18185)
Select "Course Documents" for papers and the course schedule, or contact Molly Overholt (moverholt@law.harvard.edu, 495-4635)